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1. Executive summary
Climate predictions are available from numerous centres each running sophisticated computer models
of the climate system. Each model may provide valid information on future climate prospects, but
because the model construction and procedural details differ between centres, the provided
information is often distinct among models. A consolidated, single climate prediction can be obtained
by combining all contributing model predictions to obtain a unified view. An essential step in this
procedure is to interpret each model’s prediction in light of its past performance – a process known as
calibration. If one knows a particular model provides useful prediction information but tends to
overestimate (or underestimate) a particular climate feature, one can adjust (i.e. calibrate) the
predictions produced by this particular model when weighing them together with that of other models,
which should also be calibrated.
Different models have different abilities to predict the observed climate in distinct climate situations
and regions (i.e. models prediction abilities can be complementary). For example, for a particular
climate situation and region one model may be better able to reproduce the observed climate than
another. However, the best model is not always the same model (i.e. prediction ability depends on
many factors). Besides, the relatively short historical model predictions currently available prevent an
unequivocal identification of the best model. So combining predictions from different and
complementary models helps improve our predictive ability without needing to know in detail the ability
dependencies of all models, which is very complex. All these facts, plus the empirical evidence that on
average it is better to use multiple sources, makes the combination of different climate model
predictions advantageous and advisable.
This deliverable compiles the calibration and combination work performed by WP5.3 partners during
the SPECS project period Nov 2012 to October 2016. The work performed and key findings are
summarized as follows:
INPE applied mathematical procedures for producing consolidated (or integrated) seasonal
precipitation forecasts for South America by combining and calibrating multiple source of information
from empirical and physically based dynamical models. Consolidated forecasts were assessed and
found to be well calibrated and also presented good discrimination ability, particularly over northern
and southeastern South America, which are typically affected by El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
teleconnections. INPE has also developed a methodology for local calibration of multi-model
ensemble precipitation seasonal forecasts for South America. This methodology was based on the
linear regression of multi-model ensemble mean hindcasts and the corresponding observations and
was designed to correct biases and preserve the previously identified potential skill. Probabilistic
forecast skill assessment of these locally calibrated forecasts revealed good reliability (i.e. locally
calibrated forecasts are well calibrated) and also good discrimination ability (i.e. locally calibrated
forecasts are generally able to successfully distinguish wet from dry years). INPE has also
investigated the calibration and combination of Niño-3.4 predictions produced by an empirical and six
dynamical models. Although some of the employed procedures resulted in forecasts with reduced
prediction intervals, suggesting more confident predictions, this investigation illustrated the challenge
of outperforming the equal weighting strategy when compared to the distinct (or unequal) weighting
strategy. INPE has also investigated the combination of empirical and physically-based (dynamical)
model rainy season onset predictions for São Paulo, Brazil. A simple procedure was designed for
combining the forecast probabilities of the empirical and dynamical models for the rainy season onset
to be later than the climatological mean onset date for São Paulo. The discrimination skill assessment
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of empirical, dynamical and combined rainy season onset probabilistic forecasts for investigating the
ability of successfully discriminating early from late onsets revealed a comparable performance for the
three investigated approaches.
IC3/BSC applied different statistical techniques to combine predictions derived from different statistical
and dynamical forecast systems, most of them are either publicly available or could be easily
implemented by the user. These statistical techniques combine predictions assigning unequal weights
to the different forecast systems based on their past performance. A forecast quality assessment was
performed on both predictions derived from the single forecast systems and the combined predictions
using multiple deterministic and probabilistic verification measures and the same verifying
observations. The focus was on seasonal prediction of sea surface temperature (SST), near-surface
temperature and precipitation in tropical and extratropical regions. The investigation revealed that
combined predictions obtained with the method that assigns equal weights (i.e. simple multimodel;
SMM) are often better than those obtained with combination methods that assign unequal weights.
The difficulty in the robust estimation of the weights due to the small samples available is one of the
reasons that limit the potential benefit of the combination methods that assign unequal weights.
However, some of the results illustrate under which conditions combination methods that assign
unequal weights improve with respect to the SMM predictions. For instance, the combination methods
that assign unequal weights improve over the SMM predictions when only a fraction of all single
forecast systems have skill as shown for some of the predictions of SST. On the other hand, it is
shown that there are cases when combining many forecast systems does not lead to improved
forecasts when compared to the best single forecast system. This suggests that a multimodel
approach is not necessarily better than a highly skillful forecast system, which highlights the
importance of continuously assessing the forecast quality for the specific application of the user.
UNEXE have undertaken fundamental research into the statistical methods used for recalibrating and
combining multimodel ensembles. It was found empirically that model combination with equal weights
routinely outperforms model combination with unequal weights, even though the participating forecast
systems have different skill at reproducing past climates. This finding was further examined by
simulation studies. The investigation revealed that a large part of the forecast error of the combined
forecast can be attributed to the estimation error of the combination weights. The estimation error is
the larger, the smaller is the hindcast set used for estimating the weights. The effect is larger if an
individual weight is estimated for each model separately, instead of assigning the same weight to all
forecasts. The dependence on the sample size was studied. For less than about 50 years of
hindcasts, equally weighted model combinations should be expected to outperform unequally
weighted combinations.
The UK Met Office has developed procedures for calibrating and combining dynamical seasonal
forecasts using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and applied them to provide consolidated inputs
– based on forecasts from 6 seasonal prediction systems from 5 WMO Global Producing Centres
(GPCs) - to regional consensus seasonal forecasts of rainfall generated at Regional Climate Outlook
Forums (RCOFs). Skill improvements obtained have been evaluated primarily for 1- and 2-month lead
forecasts for the Short Rains (September to December) and Long Rains (March to May) seasons in
the Greater Horn of Africa using two target regions covering a) the equatorial and southern sector and
b) the northern sector. The largest skill improvements relative to an uncalibrated multi-model reference
are found for the Short Rains season in the southern/equatorial sector - because of the strong
teleconnections this season/region has to ENSO and the Indian Ocen Dipole (IOD). The uncalibrated,
local multi-model forecasts are impacted by displacement and distortion errors in the local
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teleconnection response in some models and CCA corrects for these errors through reference to more
skilful larger-scale responses remote from the region. Nevertheless, the uncalibrated output does have
skill and it is found that best results are obtained with a combination of calibrated forecasts (which
utilise large-scale prediction signals) and uncalibrated forecasts (which represent the direct model
output over the region). The part CCA-calibrated system is found to substantially exceed that of a
baseline statistical reference forecast based on pre-season tropical SST. Indeed, skill with multimodel exceeds that of the baseline even when a 1-month earlier lead time is used – opening up the
prospect of longer-lead forecasts without loss of skill relative to current operational levels. Assistance
and training on the methodology described has been provided to scientists in the GHA region and
eleven meetings of the Greater Horn of Africa Climate Outlook Forum (GHACOF) have been attended
since the beginning of 2013 to facilitate this. The methodology has also been used to provide
interpretation and guidance on dynamical seasonal forecast signals at similar forums held for the
North Africa and Mediterranean region (PRESANOR) and for South Asia (SASCOF).
ECMWF has developed a new software infrastructure, called Seasonal Verification Suite (SVS). This
suite allows to easily calibrate, combine and verify GPC model forecasts. An expanded motivation for
the development of this software package, along with a short technical description, is detailed in
MS5.3. The new SVS was used to study how the different calibration and multi-model combination
(CMMC) algorithms included in the SVS influence the skill scores of the EUROSIP seasonal forecast
system. Results from this report are the initial part of the research on CMMC techniques that will be
conducted in the coming 6 months at ECMWF. The preliminary results show that calibration of
constituent forecasts prior to the multi-model combination proper has a dramatic impact on skill scores
such as the anomaly correlation coefficient, with differences of up to 0.9 for the mid-latitudes. Results
also show that the simple multi-model combination with equal weights outperforms the other
techniques in most situations. This conclusion is in line with what has been reported previously in the
literature. However, for areas where the signal-to-noise ratio is high, such as in the tropics, the inhouse developed robust CMMC, used operationally for the calibration and combination of El Niño
plumes, shows minor improvements which might translate to better performances in a generalized
operational context.
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2. Project objectives
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see
DOW Section B.1.1.2):
No.
Objective
Yes
No
1. To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast X
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability
2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions,
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

X

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable

X

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data X
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the X
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

6.

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via X
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific X
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,
conferences and targeted workshops

9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives X
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.

X
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable
3.1 Consolidated seasonal precipitation forecasts for South America
INPE through the work performed at the Centre for Weather Forecasts and Climate Studies (CPTEC),
has gained since 2007 important experience in applying mathematical procedures for producing
consolidated (or integrated) seasonal precipitation forecasts for South America by combining and
calibrating multiple source of information from empirical and physically based dynamical models. This
work started with the Euro-Brazilian initiative for improving South American seasonal forecasts
(EUROBRISA, http://eurobrisa.cptec.inpe.br/), which was supported by the São Paulo State research
foundation (FAPESP) and the Leverhulme Trust (UK) until 2010. Since 2012 this work is supported by
SPECS with a dedicated link for the dissemination of these forecasts (http://www.specsfp7.eu/Products).
The current multi-model forecasting system is composed by three European dynamical coupled
ocean-atmosphere models and an empirical model. The three dynamical models are: The ECMWF
seasonal forecasting system, known as System 4 (Molteni et al. 2011); the recently developed UK Met
Office (UKMO) seasonal forecasting system known as GloSea 5 GC2, which is an improved version of
the previous system (MacLachlan et al. 2015); and the recently developed Meteo-France seasonal
forecasting system 5, which is an improved version of the previous system (Batté and Déqué 2011).
The forecast outputs from ECMWF, UK Met Office and Meteo-France models are coordinated at
ECMWF as part of the European Seasonal to Inter-annual Prediction project (EUROSIP). The
empirical model is described in Coelho et al. (2006) and uses Pacific and Atlantic sea surface
temperatures (SST) as predictor variables for precipitation over South America. For example, the
observed SST in the previous January is used as predictor for precipitation in the following MarchApril-May (MAM) season. This model is based on maximum covariance analysis (MCA), also known
as singular value decomposition (SVD), of the cross-covariance matrix between SST and South
America precipitation. Three leading modes of this cross-covariance matrix, which include the most
relevant SST and precipitation variability patterns including those associated to the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, are used to produce empirical forecasts. Retrospective probabilistic
empirical forecasts for the period 1982-2010 are produced in cross-validation (leave-one-out) mode
(Wilks 1995) for skill assessment.
The so called integrated forecast (Coelho et al. 2006) is produced by combining and calibrating the
coupled and empirical model predictions using a Bayesian approach, known as forecast assimilation
(Stephenson et al. 2005). Integrated forecasts gather all available information (i.e. dynamical and
empirical forecasts) at the time the forecast is issued. The most recent integrated forecasting system
for South America implemented within the context of EUROBRISA, which was updated in July 2016,
are hybrid (empirical-dynamical) probabilistic products that combine and calibrate ECMWF System 4,
UK Met Office GloSea 5 GC2, Meteo-France System 5 and empirical model predictions (i.e. three
coupled models and one empirical model). Three leading modes of the cross covariance matrix
between past forecasts and past observation are used in the calibration procedure to produce
integrated forecasts. This procedure was designed in order to spatially calibrate the forecast patterns
to better resemble the observations. Retrospective probabilistic integrated forecasts for the period
1981-2010 are produced in cross-validation (leave-one-out) mode (Wilks 1995) for skill assessment.
Figure 1a illustrates an integrated (calibrated and combined) precipitation seasonal forecast for South
America produced by consolidating one empirical and three European coupled ocean-atmosphere
physically based dynamical models (ECMWF System 4, Météo-France System 4 and UK Met Office
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GloSea5 GC2) into a unified view. This forecast map was issued in February 2016 for MAM 2016 and
shows the probability for the most likely tercile category. Figure 1b shows the observed tercile
category. The comparison of Figures 1a and 1b reveals a reasonable correspondence between the
category forecast as most likely and the observed category, particularly over southeastern and
northern South America, which were affected by ENSO teleconnections associated to the 2015/2016
El Niño event (e. g. drier than normal conditions over northeast Brazil and wetter than normal
conditions in Ecuador and southeastern South America). Integrated seasonal precipitation forecasts
for South America were routinely delivered during the SPECS project period (2012-2016) at the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) Regional Climate Outlook Fora for Southern South America
(RCOF-SSA) [see D53.2], contributing at the same time to some of the WP6.2 activities.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: a) EUROBRISA combined and calibrated (integrated) precipitation forecast for MAM 2016
issued in the previous February 2016. This forecast was produced using the state-of-the art statistical
method known as forecast assimilation that combines and calibrates the forecasts of three dynamical
models (GloSea 5 GC2, Météo-France System 4 and ECMWF System 4) and an empirical model. b)
Observed precipitation tercile category in MAM 2016. Blue regions indicate that above normal
precipitation was observed (i.e. precipitation above the upper tercile). Red regions indicate that below
normal precipitation was observed (i.e. precipitation below the lower tercile). White regions indicate
that normal precipitation was observed (i.e. precipitation between the upper and the lower tercile).
Figure 2 shows deterministic and probabilistic skill assessment of 1-month lead EUROBRISA
integrated precipitation tercile forecasts for MAM (i.e. issued in the previous February) over the period
1981-2010. Panel a in Figure 2 illustrates that integrated forecasts have good association ability,
particularly over northern and southeastern South America, which are typically affected by ENSO
teleconnections. In other words, over these regions integrated forecast are able to indicate accordingly
precipitation direction changes from year to year. Panel b in Figure 2 illustrates that integrated
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forecasts have better correspondence between the tercile category forecast as most likely and the
observed category over northern and southeastern South America. The reliability diagrams of Figures
2c and 2d also illustrate that integrated forecasts are well calibrated with good correspondence
between forecast probabilities and the observed frequencies.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 2: Deterministic and probabilistic skill assessment of 1-month lead EUROBRISA integrated
precipitation forecasts for MAM (i.e. issued in the previous February) over the period 1981-2010.
a) Correlation between forecast and observed precipitation anomaly. b) Gerrity score for tercile
category precipitation forecasts. Reliability diagram the event precipitation c) in the lower tercile (below
normal) and d) in the upper tercile (above normal).
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3.2 Local calibration of multi-model ensemble precipitation seasonal forecasts for South
America
INPE has also developed a methodology for local calibration of multi-model ensemble precipitation
seasonal forecasts for South America. This development was performed using seven North America
Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME) models (Kirtman et al., 2014): CFSv2, CCSM4, CMC1, CMC2, GFDL,
GFDL FLOR and NASA). The strategy was to first examine the potential skill and the existence of
biases in multi-model ensemble mean seasonal precipitation hindcasts by looking at the relationship
between hindcast and observed precipitation at each grid point (i.e. locally). The potential skill was
measured by the correlation between multi-model ensemble mean and the corresponding
observations over the available 1982-2010 hindcast period. Next a simple probability model was built
for this historical relationship between hindcasts and observations. The methodology used for building
this probability model was based on the linear regression of multi-model ensemble mean hindcasts
and the corresponding observations and was designed to correct biases and preserve the identified
potential skill. The multi-model ensemble mean, which assigns equal weights to each of the seven
models, was used because previous studies [e.g. Karin and Zwiers (2002), DelSole (2007), Peña and
van den Dool (2008)] documented the challenge of robustly estimating different weights for each
model with a limited hindcast sample size (in our case 30 years covering the period 1982-2010). In
practice, for evaluating the local calibration procedure, the cross-validation leave one year out
procedure is used, and the sample size is therefore reduced to 29 years. The use of the multi-model
ensemble mean is also supported by the work performed by UNEXE (see section 3.6 of this
deliverable). A manuscript documenting this work is in preparation for submission to a climate journal.
Figure 3 shows cross-validated probabilistic skill assessment of 1-month lead NMME calibrated
precipitation tercile forecasts for MAM (i.e. issued in the previous February) over the period 1982-2010
produced with the local regression procedure briefly describe above. Panels a and b of Figure 3
illustrate that these forecasts have good discrimination ability over most of South America, particularly
over northern and southeastern South America, which are typically affected by ENSO teleconnections.
In other words, over these regions integrated forecast are able to distinguish wet from dry events here
identified by precipitation in the upper and lower terciles, respectively. The attributes diagrams in
panels c and d of Figure 3 also illustrate that NMME calibrated forecasts show a generally good
correspondence between forecast probabilities and the observed frequencies, which indicates that
these forecasts have reasonably good reliability, particularly for the event precipitation in the lower
tercile (below normal category).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Probabilistic skill assessment of 1-month lead calibrated NNME precipitation forecasts for
MAM (i.e. issued in the previous February) over the period 1982-2010. Relative operating
characteristics (ROC) skill score, given by twice the area under the ROC curve minus one, for the
event precipitation a) in the lower tercile (below normal) and b) in the upper tercile (above normal).
Reliability diagram the event precipitation c) in the lower tercile (below normal) and d) in the upper
tercile (above normal).
3.3 Calibration and combination of Niño-3.4 predictions
INPE has also investigated the calibration and combination of 5-month lead Niño-3.4 index predictions
for December (i.e. issued in the previous August) for the period 1982-2010 produced by six dynamical
coupled ocean-atmosphere seasonal prediction models (ECMWF System 4, NCEP CFSv2, MétéoFrance System 3, GFDL, CMC2 and NASA) and by a simple statistical (empirical) model. The
statistical model is based on linear regression and uses the previous July Niño-3.4 index as predictor
for December Niño-3.4 index for consistency with the 5-month lead dynamical model predictions. The
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statistical model follows Coelho et al. (2004) except that here the model was trained in retroactive
mode. In this procedure the statistical model was first trained using the July and December Niño-3.4
index values for the 1950–1981 period to produce a forecast for December 1982. Next the statistical
model was re-tained, extending the training period by 1 year at a time as in an operational context
[Mason and Baddour (2008), Mason and Mimmack (2002)] in order to produce forecasts for all other
target years until 2010. For the calibration and combination of dynamical and statistical model
predictions the Bayesian forecast assimilation procedure [Coelho et al. (2004), Stephenson et al.
(2005)] was used and compared with the simple multi-model ensemble given by the mean of the
forecasts produced by the six dynamical models.
Figure 4 shows combined and calibrated December Niño-3.4 index forecasts issued in the previous
August for the period 1982-2010. Six different combined and calibrated forecasts are presented: The
Simple multi-model (SMM) given by the mean and standard deviation of the six dynamical models,
forecast assimilation with climatological prior (FAC), forecast assimilation with statistical (empirical)
prior (FAS), forecast assimilation with climatological prior applied to the multi-model mean of seven
models [the six dynamical models and the statistical (empirical) model], forecast assimilation with
climatological prior applied to the multi-model mean of six dynamical models, and forecast assimilation
with statistical (empirical) prior applied to the multi-model mean of six dynamical models. All combined
and calibrated forecasts produced with forecast assimilation were generated in cross-validation
leaving one year out at a time when estimating the required parameters for the target forecast year.
Figure 4 shows that all six investigated procedures resulted in similar deterministic and probabilistic
skill [see correlation between mean forecast (red line) and observed values (black line), mean squared
error skill score (MSESS=1-MSE/MSEc), mean absolute error skill score (MAESS=1-MAE/MAEc), the
Brier Skill Score (BSS=1-BS/BSc) and its reliability (RelSS) and resolution (ResSS) components for
the event precipitation above the climatological mean, and the Continuous Ranked Probability Skill
Score (CRPSS=1-CRPS/CRPSc). These results illustrate the challenge of outperforming the equal
weighting strategy employed in Figures 4a, 4d, 5e and 5f when compared to the distinct weighting
strategy employed in Figures 4b and 4c. This figure also reveals that forecast assimilation generally
produces forecasts with reduced prediction spread (PS), given by the mean forecast standard
deviation over the 1982-2010 period, when compared to SMM [see PS values in Figure 4 that is
proportional to the 95% prediction interval (grey shading)].
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Figure 4: Combined and calibrated December Niño-3.4 index forecasts issued in the previous August
(i.e. 5-month lead) for the period 1982-2010. a) Simple multi-model (SMM). b) Forecast assimilation
with climatological prior (FAC). c) Forecast assimilation with statistical (empirical) prior (FAS). d)
Forecast assimilation with climatological prior applied to the multi-model mean of 7 models (the 6
dynamical models and the statistical (empirical) model). e) Forecast assimilation with climatological
prior applied to the multi-model mean of 6 dynamical models. f) Forecast assimilation with statistical
(empirical) prior applied to the multi-model mean of six dynamical models. The red line is the mean
forecast value. The grey shading provides the 95% prediction interval given by the mean forecast
value plus or minus 1.96 times the forecast standard deviation. The black line is the observed Niño-3.4
index.
3.4 Combination of rainy season onset predictions
INPE has also investigated in collaboration with the UK Met Office the combination of empirical and
physically-based (dynamical) model rainy season onset predictions for São Paulo, Brazil. Empirical
rainy season onset predictions were produced with a simple empirical Cox-regression model (Maia
and Meinke, 2010) using the Niño-3 index in the equatorial Pacific as predictor, which was found to be
a good indicator for the rainy season onset. Physically-based (dynamical) model rainy season onset
predictions were produced with in the UK Met Office Global Seasonal Forecast System (GloSea5)
model (MacLachlan et al., 2015). A simple procedure was designed for combining the forecast
probabilities of the empirical and dynamical models for the rainy season onset to be later than the
climatological mean onset date for São Paulo. This combination procedure is illustrated in Figure 5 for
the 1997/1998 season. The dark grey curve is the probability of exceedance forecast obtained with the
empirical Cox-regression and the light grey curve is the corresponding probability of exceedance
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forecast obtained with the dynamical UK Met Office GloSea5. Each of these curves provides
information about the probability of the rainy season onset to be later than any value indicated in the
horizontal axis. The proposed combination procedure for the event rainy season onset occurrence
later than the climatological mean onset date (represented by the vertical dashed line) is given by the
mean of the forecast probabilities of the individual models (horizontal solid lines), which is illustrated in
Figure 5 by the horizontal dashed line. Figure 6 shows the discrimination assessment of probabilistic
rainy season onset forecasts for São Paulo for the common 1996-2009 period among the investigated
models. The three investigated approaches (empirical, dynamical and combined) indicated good
potential for rainy season onset forecasts for São Paulo, with comparable discrimination ability (ROC
of around 75-80%). A manuscript documenting this work is under review in the International Journal of
Climatology.

Figure 5: Illustration of the proposed procedure for combining empirical Cox-regression (dark grey)
and dynamical UK Met Office GloSea5 (light grey) probabilistic forecasts for the rainy season onset in
São Paulo to be later than the mean onset (vertical dashed line). The combined probabilistic forecast
(horizontal short dashed line) is obtained by averaging the individual UK Met Office GloSea5 and Coxregression probabilistic forecasts represented by the first and second horizontal solid black lines,
respectively.

Figure 6: Relative operating characteristic (ROC) curve for a) the empirical Cox-regression model, b)
the dynamical UK Met Office GloSea5 system and c) the empirical-dynamical combination.
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3.5 Calibration and combination of seasonal climate predictions in tropical and extratropical
regions

IC3/BSC investigated calibration and combination methods applied to seasonal climate predictions in
tropical and extratropical regions. First, several statistical methods were used to calibrate and combine
monthly predictions of SST indices over different tropical ocean basins: the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. Three dynamical forecast systems and a simple statistical forecast system were applied in
this exercise. The statistical forecast system is based on simple linear regression where the predictor
is the same SST index as the predictand, but lagged in time. The linear regression coefficients are
estimated in retroactive mode (i.e. only the period prior to the target year are considered) emulating a
real operational climate prediction. The idea of working with tropical SST indices (i.e. univariate time
series) is to apply different statistical techniques to calibrate and combine predictions produced by
different forecast methods in a simple fashion. Predictions were combined using two combination
techniques: one that combines predictions derived from several forecast systems with equal weights
(referred to hereafter as simple multimodel; SMM) and one that attempts to assign more weights to
predictions derived from the more skilful forecast systems. Several statistical techniques were used to
estimate the weights. A forecast quality assessment, using some of the tools developed at the WP2.1,
was performed both on the combinations and the single forecast systems.
Figure 7 shows monthly forecast anomalies of the Niño3.4 index for four single forecast systems and
their combination using the Forecast Assimilation (FA; Coelho et al., 2004, 2006; Stephenson et al.,
2005) method using the statistical forecast system predictions as the prior information (FAS). This
illustration is for the target month of January and lead time two months for the period between 1982
and 2010. This means that the statistical model used the previous month of October of the previous
year as the predictor, S4 and MF3 forecasts were started on the first of November while CFSv2 has its
ensemble members started between the second week of October and the first week of November. The
95% prediction interval for each forecast system, given by the predicted mean anomaly plus or minus
1.96 times the predicted standard deviation, and the mean climatology forecast are also displayed. For
the dynamical forecast systems the predicted standard deviation is the standard deviation of all
available ensembles. All forecast systems have a high linear correspondence with the observed
anomalies, which means that current forecast systems are able to predict SST over the Pacific Ocean.
However, the forecast assimilation using statistical model as prior (FAS) has higher correlation than all
single forecast systems. Besides, most of the observations in the forecast systems, except for the
MF3, fall inside the 95% prediction interval meaning that these forecast systems are reliable. This is
quantified by the reliability component (BSSrel) of the BSS of each forecast system (displayed in the
top left corner of each panel of Figure 7). The main advantage of the FAS was to reduce prediction
uncertainty while keeping reliability (i.e. the grey area is reduced yet keeping the black line inside it
most of the time).
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Figure 7: Monthly forecast anomalies of Niño3.4 index for the statistical model, S4, CFSv2, MF3 and
FAS. Forecasts are for the target month of January with lead time two. Observed values (black solid
line), predicted values (red solid line), 95% predicted interval (grey area) and the climatology value of
January (black dashed line). Several scores are displayed in each panel: the correlation coefficient,
and the Brier skill score and its reliability and resolution components for dichotomous events of SST
anomalies exceeding the median and the upper quartile.
FAS is the one of the combination techniques that assigns weights to the forecast systems based on
their past performance. While estimating the weights the FAS also calibrates the predictions. The BSS
of the single forecast systems and their combinations for all three SST indices, twelve target months,
seven lead times and two events of the probabilistic forecasts (i.e. SST index above the median and
upper quartile) were displayed in a single figure to obtain a general picture of the performance (Figure
8). Each symbol in the scatterplots represents one of the three analyzed regions: Western Tropical
Indian (WTI, circle), Niño3.4 (triangle) and Subtropical Northern Atlantic (SNA, cross). The BSS of the
dynamical forecast systems and the SMM were computed without calibrating their predictions. This
plot shows not only that the SMM produces more skilful predictions than the single forecast systems
more often than not, but also that the FAS combination outperforms the SMM whenever the later
tends to produce unskilful predictions. This result is significant because it illustrates an important
property of appropriate weighting methods: they reduce the risk of providing poor predictions (i.e. by
calibrating them) in cases where the single forecast systems have low or negative correlation.
Besides, it downplays low skill predictions.
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Figure 8: Scatterplots of the BSS for the statistical model, S4, CFSv2, MF3 and FAS versus the SMM.
Results also include two events (anomalies above the median and above the upper quartile) for twelve
target months, seven lead times and three indices. Each symbol represents the correlation for one
index: Western Tropical Indian (WTI) (circle), Niño3.4 (triangle) and Subtropical Northern Atlantic
(SNA) (cross).
In a second exercise, statistical techniques were used to calibrate and combine predictions of the two
leading modes of the West African monsoon (WAM) rainfall variability derived from multiple dynamical
forecast systems and a simple statistical forecast system. The two leading modes of the WAM rainfall
variability are associated with the Guinean and Sahelian rainfall regimes. They were estimated by
applying principal component analysis (PCA) on monthly rainfall data averaged over 10ºW-10ºE
covering the latitudes between the Equator and 20ºN and the period from June to October. The aim of
the longitudinal averaging is to take into account the latitudinal migration and temporal distribution of
the summer rainfall over the WAM region. This approach represents a process-oriented assessment
of both the variability and predictability of the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) related WAM
rainfall. PCA is performed upon the observations and each forecast system and lead time separately
to take into account the fact that the hindcasts might represent the variability in a way different to the
observations, while this representation also depends on the lead time (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013;
Philippon et al., 2010). The EOFs and the associated PCs related to the leading modes are used to
describe the WAM rainfall regimes. The calibration and combination and the forecast quality
assessment were performed on the PCs associated with the Guinean and Sahelian rainfall regimes.
It is shown from the analysis that a fraction of the forecast systems has statistically significant positive
correlation (i.e., when the lower limit of the confidence interval is above zero) between the predicted
mean and observed PC associated with the WAM regimes (Figure 9). However, only S4 has
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significant correlation when predicting both WAM regimes. Our analyses show that for the WAM,
combination methods assigning unequal weights outperform the SMM. However, independently from
the combination technique used, combining predictions derived from all nine forecast systems do not
lead to improved forecasts when compared to the best single forecast system, S4. In fact, S4 is far
better than any forecast system when predicting the WAM rainfall regimes. This suggests that in some
occasions, a multimodel approach is not necessarily better than a particularly skilful model that is
clearly identified.

Figure 9: Correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted ensemble mean PCs for the
period 1982-2011. The correlation was computed for the Sahelian (lower panel) and Guinean (upper
panel) rainfall regimes and for lead times zero, one and two. The bars in each histogram represent the
forecast systems. The lower and upper bound of the bootstrapped confidence interval is displayed as
vertical bars.
In another exercise, combination techniques were applied to the spatial-field of monthly near-surface
temperature and precipitation predictions over Europe. This exercise differs from the previous ones
because the combination of multiple forecast systems was performed on spatial-fields of climate
variables (i.e. multivariate statistics).
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The first step to perform the combination of several dynamical forecast systems using the FA
technique is to reduce the dimensionality of the gridded data (Stephenson et al., 2005; Coelho et al.,
2006). This is necessary because the number of grid points is much higher than the number of
independent forecasts and the dependency between values at neighbouring grid points (Stephenson
et al., 2005). The dimensionality of the gridded data was reduced by applying maximum covariance
analysis (MCA) on the cross-covariance matrix of the observations and predictions, where the left
matrix has the longitudes and latitudes of the observations on the rows, and the right matrix has the
longitudes and latitudes of the ensemble mean of all forecast systems on the rows. Both matrices
have the target years on the columns. Different from the previous analysis on the WAM rainfall
regimes, where the forecast quality assessment was performed on the PCs associated to the
variability modes, the combination is first performed in the MCA space and then brought back to the
longitude-latitude space. Only then, the forecast quality assessment of the resulting combination was
performed.
The MCA analyses were performed independently on two variables (i.e. precipitation and near-surface
temperature), two start dates (i.e. May and November), four lead times (i.e. zero to three months), and
nine dynamical forecast systems. The large amount of cases makes a detailed description of every
mode of variability unfeasible. Therefore, only near-surface temperature variability in June will be
shown.
The first observed mode of near-surface temperature variability in June displays positive values over
most of the area, except for a few grid points in the Eurasian region and in the Norwegian Sea, where
negative values appear (top left panel of Figure 10). S4, CFSv2, GFDL, CMC2 and NASA simulate
this widespread positive near-surface temperature, but they overestimate the magnitude of the values
compared to observations (first column of Figure 10). This variability mode accounts for 57% of the
squared covariance between the observations and the predictions at lead time one month. The
second observed near-surface temperature variability mode, which accounts for 14% of the squared
covariance, displays a strong dipole with positive anomalies over central Europe and negative
anomalies centered over Russia (top central panel of Figure 10). All forecast systems underestimate
the magnitude of the anomalies associated with this variability mode, and most of them fail to simulate
it. As an exception to this, S4 simulates a similar dipole, but the positive anomalies over central
Europe are shifted southward whereas the negative anomalies over Russia are shifted northward. The
third observed variability mode (top right panel of Figure 10) shows a pattern with positive anomalies
over most of Europe and the Norwegian Sea and negative anomalies over some parts of North
Atlantic Ocean, northern Africa, and Middle East. This mode accounts for 11% of the squared
covariance. All forecast systems capture the negative anomalies over the North Atlantic Ocean, but
most of them fail to predict the pattern over the continents.
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Figure 10: Observed and predicted heterogeneous correlation maps of near-surface temperature in
June. Predictions are for May start date (lead time 1). The expansion coefficients of the left field (i.e.
the observation) are correlated with the original data of the right field (i.e. the forecast systems) and
vice versa. Results are shown for the first three leading MCA modes, computed for the hindcast period
1982-2010.
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Figure 10: Continue.
The correlation coefficient between predicted and observed near-surface temperature in June
(predictions at lead time one month) illustrates the skill of the forecast systems as well as their
combinations using the FAC and SMM techniques (Figure 11). The correlation of the SMM and FAC
predictions displays an overall similar pattern, but with significant differences at local level in some
regions. For instance, FAC outperforms SMM over the Scandinavian Peninsula, but the opposite
happens over the Eurasian region. The weak performance of the FAC over the Eurasian region might
be explained because most forecast systems fail to predict weak (strong) negative anomalies in the
first (second) near-surface temperature variability mode. The predictions derived from S4 and CFSv2,
chosen subjectively as the best two forecast systems, were combined using the SMM and FAC
techniques (not shown). We found that more often than not the resulting combination have a similar
correlation skill pattern as the ones shown in the third row of Figure 11. As in the WAM predictions, it
is demonstrated here that not always the use of a multimodel ensemble provides the best predictive
information compared to the best forecast systems. Therefore, multimodel ensemble should not be
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considered as the best climate predictive information for the specific application of the users. A
manuscript describing this work is in preparation for submission to a climate journal.

Figure 11: Correlation coefficient between predicted and observed near-surface temperature in June.
Predictions are for May start dates (lead time 1). The correlation was computed for the hindcast period
1982-2010. The dots are placed where there is statistical significance at the 95% level computed
using non-parametric bootstrap. See text for details.
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3.6 Combining forecasts with different skill
3.6.1 Introduction
UNEXE has done fundamental research in statistical post-processing of multi-model forecasts
produced in SPECS. In decision-critical contexts, a number of seasonal-to-decadal forecast models
produced by different institutions are usually available to a decision maker. An old, but still very
relevant question in this context is “How should we best combine all available predictions from
different models into a single forecast?” An appropriate statistical post-processing method should
correct systematic biases that might be different between different models. A method to combine
different models should also be able to take into account that different models have different levels of
skill at predicting the forecast target.
3.6.2 Are equal weights better than unequal weights?
UNEXE have analysed seasonal multi-model predictions of North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the
Nino-3.4 index. This analysis revealed that different models show different levels of predictive skill
measured by the sample correlation coefficient between the ensemble mean and the corresponding
observations. The sample correlations for Nino-3.4 and NAO seasonal forecasts are shown in Tables
1 and 2.
CFS

CMC

GFDL

MF

NASA

EC

0.81
0.89
0.85
0.87
0.88
0.91
Table 1: Nino3.4 correlation skill for the 1982-2010 hindcast period of 6 global coupled oceanatmosphere models. Hindcasts initialised in August valid for December (5-month lead).
EC

LODYN

MF

MPI

UKMO

-0.07
0.03
0.18
0.019
-0.14
Table 2: NAO correlation skill for the 1975-2002 hindcast period of 5 coupled ocean-atmosphere
models (data from the DEMETER project). Forecasts initialised in November valid for DJF (1-month
lead).
The different levels of skill suggest that different models should be weighted differently when
combined into a single prediction. UNEXE therefore compared two different combination schemes,
using the seasonal NAO and Nino3.4 forecasts. The first method uses the same (equal) weights for all
models to calculate the final prediction. This method is equivalent to linear regression of the
observation on the multi-model ensemble mean, which is a simple and widely-used method (e.g.
Hadedorn et al 2005). The second method constructs the final prediction by weighting the different
model forecasts unequally, using multiple linear regression of the observation on the different model
runs. This method for combining multiple pieces of model information into a single prediction was first
proposed by Glahn and Lowry (1972) under the name “Model output statistics” (MOS). These two
weighting schemes were compared in a cross-validation study, where the model weights were
estimated on a small number on training data, and the resulting predictions by model combination
were evaluated on test data that was not part of the training data. Table 3 shows the cross-validated
logarithmic scores (for which lower scores indicate better skill) for the equal and unequal weighted
Niño-3.4 and NAO predictions.
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LOG SCORES

Nino3.4

NAO

equal weighting

1.80

1.89

unequal weighting
1.97
2.17
Table 3: Logarithmic scores for equal and unequal weighting of Niño-3.4 and NAO predictions.
The main result in these examples is that equal weighting performs generally better than unequal
weighting. The difference is small, but coherent across both investigated data sets. Potential problems
with unequal weighting were reported previously, for example by Hagedorn et al. (2005), Weigel et al
(2008), Weigel et al (2010) and DelSole et al. (2013). However, a solid understanding of the cause
and magnitude of the missing skill of unequal weighting schemes is lacking.
3.6.3 Theoretical studies
UNEXE looked into the difference between equal and unequal weighting schemes in more detail,
using random number experiments. Observations and different model runs were simulate from
multivariate Normal distributions that generate forecasts that have different levels of skill. The
differences in forecast skill can be adjusted by varying the entries in the correlation matrix of the
Normal distribution. Based on theoretical arguments it can be shown that for such forecasts an
unequal weighting strategy is optimal. The main problem that can make the unequal weighting
strategy suboptimal is that the weights are unknown parameters of a statistical model that have to be
estimated from a finite number of training data. Random parameter estimation errors degrade the
quality of forecasts, and the more parameters that have to be estimated, the higher the resulting
forecast error gets. The dependence of forecast error on parameter estimation error explains why the
equal weighting strategy produces better forecasts than the unequal weighting strategy, despite the
fact that the artificially generated forecasts have different levels of skill, which calls for an unequal
weighting strategy.
Figure 12 shows two examples of how forecast skill of combined multi-model ensembles with equal
and unequal weights depends on the number of training data available to estimate the weights. These
examples illustrate that for hindcast sizes smaller than 50 years the unequal weighting scheme is
unlikely to improve upon the equal weighting scheme. For larger sample sizes, the weights can be
estimated more robustly, and the unequal weighting scheme can better unfold its power to produce
more skilful forecasts. Furthermore, if all the individual models have low correlation skill (as in the
NAO example) and if the hindcast sample size is small, we found that even the climatological mean
forecast (where all models have weight zero) can be preferable to the unequal weighting scheme.
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Figure 12: Forecast skill (logarithmic score; lower is better) for simulated data similar to the ENSO and
NAO multi-model ensembles, as function of sample size available for estimating the post-processing
weights.
3.7 Calibration and combination of GPC seasonal precipitation forecasts for the Greater Horn
of Africa

3.7.1 Overview
The Met Office procedures for calibration and combining based on Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) are described in this section.
It is often stated that seasonal predictability is highest when climate forcing is strong, e.g. when there
is an active El Niño or La Niña event. The work described here shows evidence that, while this may be
the case for predictions of large-scale anomaly patterns, in precipitation, at smaller scales,
predictability can be limited by geographical displacement errors and distortions in model
teleconnection patterns, which can limit usefulness in real-time prediction. For the Greater Horn of
Africa (GHA) region it is shown that statistical calibration of model output can correct for such errors
and significantly improve forecast skill. The calibration applied uses a Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) based on associating observed historical rainfall variability in the region of interest with
predicted rainfall patterns over a large-scale domain which may be remote from the region. We report
results obtained from a multi-model combination of CCA-calibrated forecasts from several prediction
models and show that best results are obtained with a combination of calibrated forecasts (which
utilise large-scale prediction signals) and uncalibrated forecasts (which represent the direct model
output over the region). Results are compared with a simple empirical-statistical prediction system
based on precedent observed sea surface temperature (SST). For the equatorial parts of the GHA in
the Short Rains season it is found that skill with the part-calibrated multi-model substantially exceeds
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that of the baseline statistical model. Indeed, skill with multi-model exceeds that of the baseline even
when a 1-month earlier lead time is used – opening up the prospect of longer-lead forecasts without
loss of skill relative to current operational levels.
The output from current multi-model forecast systems (of which several are available) is not at present
calibrated using methods, such as those discussed, that can correct for teleconnection errors. This
Met Office study as part of the SPECS project demonstrates that calibration and combination of model
forecasts can substantially improve forecast skill and therefore the usefulness of such multi-model
systems in early warning of seasonal climate anomalies. A peer-review paper providing details of the
methodology is in preparation (Colman et al. 2016). Assistance and training on the methodology
described has been provided to scientists in the GHA region (see D53.2 report for details) and eleven
meetings of the Greater Horn of Africa Climate Outlook Forum (GHACOF) have been attended since
the beginning of 2013 to facilitate this. The methodology has also been used to provide interpretation
and guidance on dynamical seasonal forecast signals at similar forums held for the North Africa and
Mediterranean region (PRESANOR) and for South Asia (SASCOF).
3.7.2 Models data and methodology
We use retrospective seasonal forecasts from 6 models of 5 seasonal forecasting centres (Table 4)
designated by WMO as Global Producing Centres (GPCs) of long-range forecasts. For details of the
model configurations see: MacLachlan et al. 2015; Molteni et al., 2011, Saha et al., 2014; Merryfield et
al. 2013. The application of CCA (see e.g. Barnett and Preisendorfer, 1987) employed is that
implemented in the Climate Predictability Tool (CPT) software package developed by the International
Institute for Climate and Society (IRI). The HadISST1 SST dataset was used to formulate the
statistical-empirical baseline predictions. The GPCP (Huffman and Bolvin, 2012) and FEWS-ARC2
(Novella and Thiaw, 2013) rainfall datasets are used for forecast verification.
Model
Hindcast
Met Office GloSea5 (GLS5)
1996-2009
ECMWF System4 (ECMWF4)
1981-2010
Meteo-France ARPEGE4 (MF4)
1991-2010
Canadian Met Centre CMC1-CanCM3
1981-2010
Canadian Met Centre CMC2-CanCM4
1981-2010
NOAA NCEP CFS version 2 (CFSv2)
1982-2010
Number of models / CCA configurations used

Uncal.
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
6

Cal.
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
4

Total
10

Table 4: The GPC systems and calibrated and uncalibrated inputs to the multimodel. For CCA calibration, model
hindcasts of precipitation for the domain 40°S to 40°N; 0°E to 360°E were used as predictor inputs in all cases
and trained on observed rainfall for two East Africa domains (see text).

To illustrate the principles of CCA calibration and its potential to correct model teleconnection errors
we first use August-initialised hindcasts from a single system, the Canadian Meteorological Centre
CMC1-CanCM3 system (CMC1), and a target rainfall season of October-December (the “Short
Rains”) over the southern part of GHA. We also extended the analysis to include other GPC systems
in section 3.7.3. CCA operates by finding, in two sets of spatio-temporal data, paired spatial patterns
that vary together with time. Figure 13 shows the first mode of co-variability between CMC1 predicted
rainfall over an East Africa/Indian Ocean domain (the CCA X-mode - Fig. 13a) and observed (FEWSARC2) rainfall over East Africa (the CCA Y-mode - Fig. 13b) calculated over the 28-year period 19832010. As might be expected because of its importance in driving interannual rainfall variability in the
Short Rains, the X-mode resembles the observed large-scale rainfall response to the Indian Ocean
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Dipole mode (IOD) (Fig. 14). The paired Y-mode (Fig. 13b) reflects a response that is single-signed
over most of the GHA, consistent with the observed IOD response in the region (Fig. 14). The year-byyear scores on the X-and Y-mode spatial loading patterns is provided in Fig 13c. Strong negative
scores are seen in 1997 for both modes – reflecting the observed positive IOD and widespread GHA
positive rainfall anomalies of that year. Strong positive scores are seen for both modes in 2010 – a
drought year with negative IOD. The overall correlation of the two timeseries is 0.73. From further
inspection of the X-mode (Fig. 13a) it is clear that the while its structure resembles the observed
rainfall response to the IOD (Fig. 14) there are some important differences. Specifically, the eastern
pole is displaced westward to the central Indian Ocean and the western pole is truncated in its
westward extent over the continent, reaching only as far as eastern Kenya and Ethiopia, while in
reality the western pole carries influence as far west as the Lake Victoria region - as may be verified
from the paired Y-mode (Fig. 13b) as well as the observed response (Fig. 14). Moreover, the CMC1 Xmode exhibits a wave-train like pattern with a third pole present over much of Kenya and Tanzania
that has opposite-signed loadings to the paired Y-mode: thus positive predicted anomalies in this
region are associated with negative observed anomalies and vice versa.
The CCA X- and Y-modes discussed represent only the first CCA mode – the mode that represents
most of the co-variability. However, the local negative correlation resulting from the distorted
teleconnection response over Kenya and Tanzanian is a clear feature of variability in the full fields.
This is evident from Fig. 15 which shows timeseries of CMC1 ensemble-mean predicted and observed
(FEWS-ARC2) rainfall averaged over the equatorial region 5°S-5°N; 30°E-40°E (black rectangles on
Figs 13a and 13b). A negative correlation of -0.42 is found. In particular the El Niño years 1997, 2002,
2006 and 2009 and the La Niña years 1998, 2005 and 2010 show a model predicted rainfall response
that is typically in the reverse sense to the observed response (wet in El Niño years, dry in La Niña
years).
From the above it is clear that while the direct forecast output from CMC1 locally over Kenya and
Tanzania is misleading – the forecasts nevertheless successfully predict the broad features of the
rainfall response to IOD on the large (Indian Ocean) scale. This information may be used to indirectly
infer OND rainfall using the field covariability identified by CCA (Figs 13a and 13b). Specifically, CCAcalibrated forecasts may be generated by projecting large-scale ensemble mean forecast data onto
the CCA X-modes and generating the corresponding regional rainfall prediction from the known
pattern covariance. The hindcast correlation scores obtained from conducting this CCA calibration (in
cross-validated mode) using CMC1 ensemble-mean hindcast rainfall over the domain shown in Fig.
13a exhibit positive correlations over Kenya and Tanzania (Fig. 16a). Local forecast/observation
timeseries (Fig. 16b) reflect this improvement, with key years such as 1997 and 2010 now exhibiting
predicted rainfall anomalies of the correct sign, in contrast to the direct model output (Fig.15).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 13: CCA spatial loading patterns and temporal scores relating CMC1 October-December (OND)
ensemble mean rainfall over an East Africa/Indian Ocean Domain to observed OND rainfall over equatorial East
Africa. Modes are calculated over the period 1983-2010. (a) CCA X-mode 1: CMC1 ensemble mean OND
rainfall; (b) CCA Y-mode 1: observed (FEWS-ARC2) OND rainfall. (c) Temporal scores 1983-2010 for the CCA
X-mode 1 (a - red) and Y-mode 1 (b - green) – the correlation is 0.73. Black rectangles in (a) and (b) indicate
area used for the time series shown in panel c.

Figure 14: Correlation between OND values of the Indian Ocean Dipole mode (from HadISST1) and observed
(GPCP) precipitation, 1983-2010. Values significant at the 10% level are shown. (Courtesy KNMI Climate
Explorer)
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Figure 15: Ensemble-mean hindcast rainfall anomalies for the region 5S to 5N; 30E to 40E, 1983-2010 from the
CMC1 system (black) and observed anomalies from the FEWS-ARC dataset (red). The temporal correlation is 0.42.

a)

b)

Figure 16: (a) Pearson’s correlation coefficient for CCA calibrated OND rainfall hindcasts using CMC1 ensemblemean rainfall predictions over the Indian Ocean domain 30°S-30°N; 25°E-125°E and observed FEWS-ARC2
rainfall data. (b) timeseries of hindcasts (green) and observations (red) at the point in northern Kenya indicated
in (a) – the Pearson’s correlation at this point is 0.74 (Spearman’s correlation, 0.61).

The CMC1 model has been used above as an example of the potential to enhance regional forecast
skill using CCA calibration. All models have some imperfections in their local rainfall responses to the
major climate modes influential in East Africa (ENSO and IOD) and the approach has therefore been
applied to up to 5 GPC models for which hindcasts and forecasts are readily available.
In the next section we describe how multi-model combinations of calibrated GPC output together with
uncalibrated (local) rainfall output have been developed to optimize forecast skill. We also include the
March-May (MAM - “Long Rains”) in the analysis and focus on two specific regions of the GHA.
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3.7.3 Multi-model forecasts combining calibrated and uncalibrated inputs
3.7.3.1 Construction of the multi-model
Given the diversity of available model inputs to guide preparation of regional seasonal forecasts, a
means of developing a consolidated guidance product is needed. It is well established that a
consolidated forecast, generated by combining model forecasts, generally provides levels of skill that
are equal to or better than the most skilful single model (see e.g. Hagedorn et al. 2005) and we follow
the multi-model approach here using input from 6 forecast systems from 5 GPCs (Table 4).
While the benefits of calibration are clear from the example shown in the previous section, there are
trade offs to be made in cases when direct local information from the forecast systems has relatively
good skill. In such cases, any predictability associated with a model’s physical/dynamical response to
the specific climate situation or context of the forecast year in question can be weakened by
processing based on the statistics of performance over a wide range of climate contexts – some of
which will vary greatly from the context of the current year and have different associated model
performance. Ideally, it may be optimum to judge cases when calibration should be applied on a
model-by-model, year-by-year basis. However, such a procedure would be impractical to automate or
use in a time-constrained operational environment. Here we have adopted a pragmatic approach of
combining calibrated and uncalibrated outputs in different proportions and establishing empirically the
optimum proportion for the region considered.
Calibrated forecasts for the GHA are derived using CCA analysis on ensemble mean precipitation
hindcasts from 4 GPC systems (see Table 4) over the “large-scale” domain 40°S to 40°N; 0°E to
360°E and observed precipitation over two regions of the GHA for the SOND and MAM seasons. Two
lead times were considered for each season: July and August initialisations for SOND and January
and February initialisations for MAM. Calibration using SST forecasts was also tested but found not to
enhance skill improvements obtained using precipitation. The hindcasts available from MF4 and GLS5
were considered too short to obtain robust calibration results from the CCA and direct uncalibrated
outputs only were used from these systems. Two regions of the GHA were used because the
calibration process is likely to be better tuned if the target region is not so large as to include
significant geographical variations in seasonality over the MAM and SOND target periods. Prediction
skill was tested using several sub regions of the GHA and two regions selected that offer a
compromise between optimizing skill and retaining domains pertinent to the GHACOF process. A
separate analysis is conducted for each of these regions which are, specifically: a southern region of
the GHA referred to as GHAS (5°S-12°S; 28°E-42°E) which covers Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya
and Tanzania and a northern region (GHAN: 25°N-5°N; 20°E-53°E) which covers Sudan, South
Sudan, Djibouti, Eritrea and most of Ethiopia and Somalia.
From the ensemble mean input of each GPC model the CCA algorithm returns a deterministic
forecast. A probability distribution function is then generated with mean value equal to the
deterministic value and standard deviation equal to the standard error of the hindcast predictions.
Probability forecasts for tercile categories are generated from this distribution. (Note: uncalibrated
probabilities are defined in the usual way as the percentage of ensemble members with values within
the range associated with each tercile category.)
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The procedure for constructing combined calibrated and uncalibrated forecasts is as follows. First, at
each grid point, a simple average of the tercile category probabilities from each of the 6 uncalibrated
models is derived. This average is referred to as the uncalibrated (or 0%-calibrated) multi-model. It is
a similar approach to that used by many of the currently available multi-model systems, for example
the EUROSIP system; the North American Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME); and the WMO Lead
Centre for Long-Range Multi-Model Ensemble (LC-LRFMME). Note that the LC-LRFMME use an
average weighted by the square root of ensemble size.
Next, a simple average of tercile category probabilities from the 4 calibrated configurations is
generated. This average constitutes the “fully” calibrated or (100%-calibrated) multi-model. We use the
term “fully” for simplicity and to signify that all models used in this configuration are calibrated – though
it should be recalled that only 4 of the 6 models are used in calibrated mode (because of limited
hindcast length for statistical processing such as CCA). Finally, weighted combinations of these two
(calibrated and uncalibrated) multi-models are generated to identify the weighting with maximum skill.

3.7.3.2 Skill assessments for 1- and 2-month lead predictions of SOND and MAM rainfall
Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) “area under the curve” scores for July and August initialised
multi-model forecasts of SOND rainfall over the GHAS region are shown in Fig. 17 for calibration
weightings of 0% to 100% in 10% steps. Figure 17 also shows at far right corresponding ROC scores
for a statistical prediction system in which ensemble-mean rainfall predictions for the target season are
replaced with precedent SST data that would be available in July and August in an operational
context, specifically: June and July observed SST were used to develop statistical model baselines
against which to compare, respectively, July and August initialised multi-model predictions. The 0%calibrated model gives relative low ROC scores (less than 0.6) for both upper and lower tercile
categories and the two lead times and is somewhat less skillful than the statistical baseline. Increased
weighting to the calibrated system generates improved skill which maximizes at 80% calibration with
scores exceeding 0.75 for both categories for August initialised forecasts. It is notable that for 80%
weighting the scores for July-initialised forecasts (above: 0.79; below: 0.76) substantially exceed those
of August-initialised forecasts both for the 0%-calibrated model (the method in common usage in most
available multi-model systems) as well as those for the statistical baseline. This indicates good
potential for calibrated dynamical models to provide earlier seasonal climate warning relative to the
mix of statistical systems and uncalibrated GPC output that currently forms the backbone of
operational prediction in the region.
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Figure 17: ROC scores for multi-model probability forecasts of lower tercile category (red) and upper tercile
category (blue) SOND rainfall over the GHAS region. Assessments for July (J) and August (A) initialised
forecasts are shown. Scores shown are an average of those at all grid points in the region. Corresponding
scores from a baseline statistical-empirical model (see text) are shown at far right. Horizontal reference lines are
drawn at the value of the best scores from the 0% calibrated multi-model for both the upper and lower tercile
cases.

Corresponding results for SOND in the northern region (GHAN) and for MAM in GHAS and GHAN are
shown in Figs. 18a, 18b and 18c respectively. Although calibration does improve skill relative to the
0%-calibrated system with optimum skill occurring at around 50-60% calibration, results are
considerably less striking relative to those for the SOND season over GHAS (Fig. 17). The striking
results for the later case are likely due to the strong observed ENSO and IOD teleconnections to the
GHA region – which maximizes in the equatorial region included in GHAS. Teleconnections responses
tend to be weaker for MAM and in the northern region.
The geographical variations of ROC scores for the SOND season over the GHAS region are
compared for the 0% and 80% calibrated multi-models and for July and August initialisations in Figs
19a and 19b, respectively. Superior ROC scores for the 80%-calibrated multi-model relative to the 0calibrated are evident – with skill from July initialisations at 80% calibration exceeding those from
August at 0%-calibration over much of the region. Scores from the 0%-calibrated multi-model are
competitive with those of the 80%-calibrated model only in the north-east of the region. This feature is
reminiscent of the analysis with CMC1 only which revealed the truncation of the westward extent of
the IOD influence in the model representation. This attribute appears present to some degree in a
number of the GPC models, leading to lower skill in uncalibrated forecasts on the western side of the
GHA.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 18: As Fig. E but for (a) the SOND season over GHAN; (b) the MAM season over GHAS and (c) the
MAM season over GHAN. No statistical baseline is shown for these cases.

a)

b)
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Figure 19: Grid-point ROC scores for probabilistic rainfall forecasts for the SOND season over GHAS region:
(a) July initialization: left/right columns are for the below/above categories; top/bottom rows are for the
0%/80% calibrated models. (b) as (a) but for August initialisation.

3.7.4 Real-time forecasts developed and provided as input to the GHACOF real-time consensus
forecasts
Over the course of SPECS the calibration procedure for 6 GPC models described briefly above and in
more detail in Colman et al. 2016 has been developed and trialed and used increasingly to add value
to the GPC inputs to the GHACOF consensus seasonal forecast. The consensus is developed by
representatives from the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services of the region and
coordinated by the IGAD Climate Prediction and Applications Centre (ICPAC, Nairobi). Inputs used in
the preparation of the consensus include statistical prediction methodology from each of the member
countries facilitated by data and tools provided by ICPAC and forecast products from the GPCs and
their associated multi-models. As an example, the contribution from the Met Office-developed
calibrated multi-model for the October to December season 2016 and the final consensus forecast –
which includes statistical inputs and expert judgement - are provided in Figs 20a and 20b respectively.
The geographical distribution of regions where the dry and wet tercile categories are favoured is
similar in the two forecasts on this occasion. The dominant dry signal over the region is consistent with
expected (weak) La Niña conditions and a negative IOD phase.

a)

b)

Figure 20: (a) Optimally calibrated multi-model forecast for OND 2016 (from August initialisations) using the
10 model inputs listed in Table 4 (6 uncalibrated and 4 calibrated), probabilities for the most probable
category are shown. (b) Final GHACOF consensus forecast for OND 2016.
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3.8 EUROSIP multi-model forecasts
3.8.1. Winter 2014: An illustrated test case
This section describes the multi-model calibration and combination work performed by ECMWF. At the
time work for this deliverable was done, the EUROSIP multi-model seasonal forecasting system
(EMMSF
[http://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/documentation-and-support/long-range/seasonalforecast-documentation/eurosip-user-guide/eurosip-graphical]) was composed of ECMWF System 4,
Météo-France System 4, NCEP system 2 and UK Met Office System 10. The EMMSF is currently
disseminated operationally at ECMWF by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) under
special licensing which does not allow us to publish more than a few past test cases to the public.
Although some of the conclusions drawn in this report are part of research to create an upgraded
EMMSF, we chose to focus here on a representative test case, i.e. winter 2014. Note that the
upgraded EMMSF test products were disseminated at RCOFs (see D53.2 for more details), but are
now handled by the C3S. We will illustrate here how the different calibration and multi-model
combination (CMMC) techniques included in the SVS affect skill scores for winter 2014. The tested
CMMC techniques were applied on a 4-month long seasonal forecast with start date 01 November
2014, thus averaging December January and February for the analysis. The common training period
among all constituent models for the empirical deduction of our CMMC parameters spans years 1996
to 2009, during which we use ERA-Interim reanalysis product as the validation observation. For
training, the MM forecasting system is considering DJF averages from hindcasts initialized from 01
November for each year of the training period. We will present here analysis done on 500hPa
geopotential height and 2m surface temperature.
3.8.2. Comparison of multi-model combination algorithms
Remember that the goal of a forecasting system is to approximate a future, and therefore unknown
state of the climate in the real world. However, a forecasting system using a climate model, which is
only an approximation of the real world, will have systematic errors which stem from multiple sources,
such as the inherent variability of the climate itself, or the inevitable approximation errors that are
made to model the real world, etc. One can attempt to reduce these systematic errors in various ways.
One efficient way is to construct a multi-model forecasting system which is composed of several
constituent models (Hagedorn et al. 2005). When combined, these constituent models will somewhat
compensate for each other’s errors resulting in a calibrated multi-model (MM) system with reduced
systematic errors.
There are many flavors of CMMC algorithms, but ultimately, the gist of a CMMC technique consists of
optimizing its parameters to maximize a forecast skill measure such as the anomaly correlation or the
Brier skill score of the MM forecasting system. The parameters must be optimized on a training period
for which we have observations to validate the technique against. We then assume that these
optimized parameters will also be optimal for any future forecast for which we don’t have verification
observations yet. Note that these assumptions do not always hold and some aspects are discussed in
section 3.8.4.
Within the ECMWF SVS, the following CMMC algorithms are available:
a) Calibration in cross-validation mode
o

simple bias adjustment
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o

linear regression analysis

o

parametric t-distribution fit

b) Multi-model combination in cross-validation mode
o

simple MM ensemble combination (MMSIMPLE)

o

simple MM combination with equal or specified weights

o

classic MM combination with weights inversely proportional to the error variance
(MMCLASSIC)

o

robust MM combination, a fusion of the simple and the classic combination schemes
(MMROBUST)

Calibration is a technique which consists of adjusting mean and variance of the constituent model's
forecasts prior or as part of the actual combination itself. The goal of calibration is to bring the
constituent models closer to the verification observations and may be helpful for models which are
known to be less reliable. However, in a practical situation such as with the EUROSIP multi-model,
where the constituent models have very good skill in general, calibration may actually deteriorate the
skill of the combined super-ensemble. The SVS is capable of calibrating constituent models before the
multi-model combination, which we will refer to as pre-calibration, as well as part of the multi-model
combination itself or simply calibration. From our experience with the calibration and multi-model
combination of Niño plumes, we know that pre-calibration can have a beneficial effect on the multimodel. However, when pre-calibrating Niño plumes, we do so on SST indices, which are averaged
over a specific Niño region such as nino3.4. We tested here how pre-calibration affects the skill of the
combined super-ensemble when it is applied grid point by grid point. All three of the above-mentioned
pre-calibration methods were tested, but for brevity, we will only discuss the best of the three methods,
i.e. the parametric t-distribution fit. To quantify the difference pre-calibration offers, we tested this precalibration method on the EMMSF, as a precursor to the MMROBUST combination algorithm. The
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Effect of pre-calibration (parametric t-distribution fit) on the anomaly correlation coefficients (ACCs) for
winter (DJF) 2014 EUROSIP multi-model seasonal forecast for surface temperature (left) and 500hPa
geopotential height (right). Shown are the differences of two ACCs, for un-pre-calibrated minus pre-calibrated
forecasts. The multi-model combination algorithm used is MMROBUST. Era Interim is used for the verification
observation. All grid points are significant at the 10% level.
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As can be seen from figure 21, in this case for winter 2014, pre-calibration has a very strong
detrimental effect on the multi-model combination (the ACC in every grid point is significantly different),
especially in Eurasia, where the difference in ACC is as high as 0.9. The combination method, here
MMROBUST, was found to have no bearing on the result (other combination methods were tested
with pre-calibration and a similar conclusion was drawn). The calibration algorithm rescales the
probability density function (p.d.f.) width of the constituent models to match that of the observations
over the known training period (1996~2009). This is done year by year, and in a relatively small
training period (here only 14 years). In such a small time period, the year-to-year variations are quite
large, especially in the mid-latitudes, where the adverse effect of pre-calibration is the strongest. That
means that the calibration will be somewhat inconsistent over the training period, and in turn, shift the
year-to-year ensemble mean of each model sufficiently to impact the correlation coefficient. Based on
these findings, the upgraded EUROSIP products which were disseminated in RCOFs (see D53.2)
were not pre-calibrated. Without further testing with larger training periods, or more constituent
models, it is not fully understood whether pre-calibration will always be this detrimental or if maybe in
some case, it could actually be beneficial. Investigating this further will be part of the research that will
be conducted at ECMWF in the coming 6 months.
Once pre-calibration of the constituent models is handled, we can focus on finding the most suitable
multi-model combination algorithm. The easiest, and known to be the best CMMC algorithm, is the
simple multi-model (MMSIMPLE) combination (Hagedorn et al. 2005, Weigel et al. 2008, Weigel et al.
2010 and DelSole et al. 2013). In this algorithm, the ensemble mean is a simple average of the
constituent model's ensemble members with equal weights for all models. No rescaling of the
constituent models is done. The classic multi-model (MMCLASSIC) combination is one where weights
of the constituent models is inversely proportional to their error variance. Finally, the robust multimodel (MMROBUST) combination consists of a 50% weighted fusion of MMSIMPLE and
MMCLASSIC. From our experience with operational combination of Niño plumes, we find that this can
give the best results. However, Niño plumes are calculated in a region with a relatively high signal-tonoise and no guarantee can be given that MMROBUST will work equally well in the mid-latitudes,
when each grid point is treated separately. Two steps are undertaken in the MMROBUST algorithm,
one where the super-ensemble mean is calculated, another where the super-ensemble spread is
calculated. To find the combined MM system mean, we will combine the ensemble means of each
constituent model by estimating weights for each model. In this regard, we will need to consider that
some models are further away from the observations than others in the training period. More
particularly, the p.d.f. of a model can have two problems: its center might be more or less far away
from the center of the observations p.d.f. (i.e. bias), and its width might be either too small or too large
compared to that of the observations p.d.f. (i.e. error variance). The further a model p.d.f. deviates
from the observations p.d.f., the less reliable it is. Less reliable models should naturally contribute less
to the total MM system mean, hence they will receive a smaller weight too. In a first instance, we
determine the weight each model receives using their respective error variance. However, if we
consider only this error variance, we fail to account for three issues:
a. The errors of the contributing models may have some degree of dependence. Models with
dependent errors do not compensate each other as much as completely independent errors
when they are combined in the MM system, which inhibits the benefits of the MM combination.
b. A relatively small training period in which all the models overlap typically has larger error
variances. This is the same problem as seen in the issue of pre-calibration.
c. The MM system is not necessarily stationary, i.e. we cannot guarantee that the error statistics
in the training period are the same as those in future forecasts.
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To compensate for these errors, a conservative approach is taken where half of the weight of the
model comes from its error variance, cf. MMCLASSIC, the other half of the weight is taken equal for all
contributing models of the MM system to take advantage of the benefits MMSIMPLE provides.
Once the MM system mean is found, we obtain a first estimation of the variance of the MM system
p.d.f., which is scaled so that the total ensemble variance calculated over the training period matches
that of the total observed error variance in that training period. This estimate of variance is thus
calibrated to match past forecast error, and is perfectly correlated with the predicted error variance for
each specific forecast. Note that in-house testing has shown that sometimes, a model will be under- or
over-active, meaning its error variance will be too small or too large compared to the observation
variance during the training period. When this happens too extremely, the variance scaling used here
will vary wildly from model to model and from year to year because models are non-linear. This
renders the variance correction less consistent. In addition, a model which requires a stronger
variance scaling is typically less reliable and should receive less weight in the total MM system. The
obvious solution to this compound problem is to limit the range of variance scaling for those less
reliable models. Empirically we found that a model which appears to be very underactive can have its
variance scaling limited to 1.4. Also, if the scaling is much larger than one, then the scaling should be
reduced, at a rate that depends on the sample size used to estimate the variance correction, i.e. if the
variance correction is uncertain due to a small training sample size, then we are quicker to reduce
large upscaling of the model variance. These safeguards limit the chances of obtaining unrealistically
large scaled variances, while having minimal impact on the overall variance levels of the multi-model
ensemble. We found with that the robust MM system with only the above variance scaling has some
capacity to predict variations in the width of the p.d.f., but including a climatological component can
increase the stability and reliability of the probabilistic forecasts. To this end, a second estimate of the
MM system p.d.f. width simply takes the climatological error variance, thus assuming that the error
variance is constant for a given start month and lead time.
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Figure 22: Anomaly Correlation Coefficients calculated over 2006~2009 for surface temperature (left) and
500hPa geopotential height (right) for the EUROSIP multi-model seasonal forecast of winter (DJF) 2014. Three
calibration and multi-model combination algorithms are compared: MMSIMPLE (top), MMCLASSIC (middle) and
MMROBUST (bottom). Dotted areas are significantly different from 0 at the 95% confidence level, using
bootstrapping with 100 samples.

Figure 22 presents the surface temperature and 500hPa geopotential height ACCs for the different
CMMC algorithms tested in this deliverable. For surface temperature, MMSIMPLE shows the smallest
ACC values overall, with a globally averaged ACC of 0.487 (+/- 0.306). MMCLASSIC has the largest
globally averaged ACC value, i.e. 0.492 (+/- 0.307). MMROBUST has a globally averaged ACC of
0.490 (+/- 0.306). Similar small differences with the same tendencies are found for 500hPa
geopotential height. Disregarding the large confidence bounds (they are the 95% confidence intervals
estimated by bootstrapping over years), one could be tempted to think MMCLASSIC to be a slightly
better algorithm. For this particular winter of 2014, that is true for the ACC, but that doesn't mean it is
the case for other forecast years and seasons or for other skill scores, as we will see below. Note that
compared to differences seen in Figure 21, it is obvious that pre-calibration prior to the multi-model
combination has a far bigger impact than the calibration in the combination algorithm.
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Figure 23: Reliability diagrams for surface temperature for the EUROSIP multi-model seasonal forecast of winter
(DJF) 2014 (climate period 1996~2009). Shown are the lower terciles probabilities for accumulated over the
globe (left), northern hemisphere (middle) and tropics (right) for different multi-model combination algorithms:
MMSIMPLE (top), MMCLASSIC (middle) and MMROBUST (bottom). Red circles sizes indicate the amount of
data for each tercile probability, the grey error bars are 95% confidence intervals using bootstrapping over years.
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Figure 24: Same but for higher terciles

To get a more complete view on the different multi-model combination algorithms, we compare in
Figures 23 to 26 a few probabilistic scores for the tropics, the northern hemisphere and the whole
globe. From these plots, the overall tendency seems to be that MMROBUST is reasonably close to
MMSIMPLE, and MMCLASSIC is the worst. Exception to that are found in the relative operating
characteristic (ROC) scores, where MMROBUST is distinctly underperforming in the extra-tropics.
MMCLASSIC, which uses the error variance of constituent models to determine weights for the multimodel combination suffers greatly from the limited sample sizes available. This is where MMSIMPLE
is taking the lead. MMROBUST is a good balance between MMSIMPLE and MMCLASSIC, trying to
capitalize on the advantages both methods offer. In some cases, e.g. the tropics, MMROBUST is
performing better than MMSIMPLE. This is in line with our experience with Niño plumes. MMROBUST
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presumably works the best here because of the higher signal-to-noise ratio in the region. When
considering other areas with a lower signal-to-noise ratio, e.g. the northern hemisphere, MMSIMPLE
seems to have the upper hand. Results depend also on whether we focus on lower or higher terciles,
but a clear tendency is difficult to find from this single winter 2014 test case.

Figure 25: Same as figure 23 but showing the relative operating characteristic for 500hPa geopotential height for
the lower tercile categories.
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Figure 26: Same as figure 25 but for the higher tercile categories.

Considering the findings presented here, MMROBUST seems to perform slightly less well than
MMSIMPLE for ACCs and ROC scores, but slightly better for reliability, especially in the tropics. From
our experience with Niño plumes and the few test cases investigated for this work package, we feel
confident MMROBUST may provide a good trade-off for maximum consistency in an operational
context.
3.8.3. Additional considerations
3.8.3.1. Included model errors
In our tested CMMC techniques, only the "known unknowns" are accounted for, based on
performance during the training period. For example, the possible impacts of a very large volcanic
eruption (such as Tambora in 1815) are not included. The biggest risk factor to the validity of the
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constructed MM system p.d.f. is the risk that the considered variable in future years will be biased
relative to the training period for reasons that are missing from the models, or that one or more of the
models suffers from some error or mistake that will result in future forecasts being biased relative to
model performance in the training period. Multi-model systems should be reasonably robust against
problems with individual models, in that a resulting shift in the p.d.f. center should not be too large, but
the precise probabilities of reaching specific values would be wrong in such a case. Model errors of a
type which occur within the training period are fully accounted for in the MM system p.d.f.
3.8.3.2. Double cross-validation
Remember that the CMMC technique essentially consists of estimating some parameters over the
training period so as to maximize a skill measurement of the resulting combined MM system. In this
kind of setting, one has to pay attention to the problem of over-fitting, i.e. the danger of optimizing the
CMMC parameters precisely for the training period, and for that training period only. It is very common
that those optimized parameters, when used on a future forecast, will result in the skill of the MM
system to be substantially smaller than that of the training period. To alleviate this problem, we apply a
technique called cross-validation, here, over the years of the training period. The idea behind crossvalidation is to leave a particular year out of the optimization procedure, and to approximate the
CMMC parameters for that missing year from the remaining years in the period. After this is done for
every single year of the training period, we use the averaged CMMC parameters over the whole
training period. Essentially, this means we have accounted for year-to-year variations in the CMMC
parameters.
In our CMMC setting, there is a possible pre-calibration prior to the multi-model combination, which
means we have co-dependent CMMC parameters which must be cross-validated jointly. We speak in
this case of nested or double cross-validation, because we have two cross-validation loops nested into
each other. In the outer cross-validation loop, we leave out one year, calibrate the constituent models
separately by considering all the other years of the training period. For each iteration in the outer loop,
we also iterate over years in an inner cross-validation loop where we estimate the multi-model
combination parameters. Once the inner loop complete, we move onto the next iteration of the outer
loop, etc. When this process is repeated for n x n years of the training period, we average all the
obtained calibration and combination parameters, which on the average, should provide reasonably
consistent skill scores over future forecasts.
3.9 Conclusions and future directions
Most UNEXE, INPE and IC3/BSC results summarised in this deliverable report show that for model
combination based on small hindcast data sets (as encountered in current seasonal climate
forecasting systems) simplicity is key. Even if there are strong reasons to believe that different models
have different levels of skill, weighting them all equally will probably be beneficial, since the
sparseness of data prevents robust estimation of unequal weights. New statistical methods are being
developed by UNEXE to better balance the required flexibility for combining models of different skill
against the sparseness of data that is available for statistical inference. A paper summarizing the
combination collaborative work performed within SPECS by WP53 partners is being planned for
submission to a climate journal.
The trade-off between model simplicity and model complexity is well-known in statistics, but has not
been explored in detail in the context of multi-model combination for climate forecasting. The
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importance of accounting for parametric uncertainty in forecast post-processing has recently been
highlighted by Siegert et al (2016b). At the moment UNEXE is working on new methods for
dimensionality reduction to strike a better balance between the overly simple equal weighting method,
and the overly flexible unequal weighting method by multiple linear regression. To this end, UNEXE is
exploiting new models based on principal component analysis and factor analysis (Jolliffe 2002),
which are based on the idea that all models share a common predictable signal, and differ from each
other due to unpredictable noise, and varying signal-to-noise ratios (Siegert et al 2016a). This
physically motivated statistical model allows reducing the number of free parameters that have to be
estimated, which can increase the robustness of the prediction, while still allowing for unequal weights
to be assigned to different models based on their skill. Preliminary results are promising, but more
work is needed to study the theoretical properties and develop new estimation techniques for these
new statistical methods.
National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) and Regional Climate Centres (RCCs)
are being encouraged to view the uncalibrated seasonal forecast system outputs made available on
internet sites – including in the form of multi-model products - as guidance in forecast preparation. The
work conducted by the UK Met Office with SPECS (and other) funding, focusing on the Greater Horn
of Africa (GHA) region finds that model prediction skill on relatively small (national/regional) scales can
suffer from displacement and other distortion errors in the rainfall response to climate drivers such as
ENSO and IOD – even when the larger scale responses to these major climate modes is well
captured. Such errors can result in the local scale forecasts in some regions being at best suboptimum and at worst misleading. Procedures for developing a calibrated multi-model that references
both global (tropical) scale signals in GPC output – to calibrate the local teleconnection response in
the region of interest - as well as direct model output over the region have been developed, evaluated
and utilized as part of regional forecast consensus production for the Greater Horn of Africa region
(through the GHA Climate Outlook Forum process). Forecasts from 6 seasonal prediction systems
from 5 GPC centres were used. All 6 systems were used in uncalibrated mode and 4 systems in
calibrated mode – making a total of 10 inputs to the multi-model system. Substantial improvements in
forecast skill for the September to December (Short Rains) season were obtained relative to both the
uncalibrated multi-model and a baseline statistical method. Improvements to forecasts for the MAM
season were less striking – most likely because of weaker teleconnections to global modes.
If adopted operationally the skill improvements to Short Rains season are sufficient to support an
additional 1-month lead time (e.g. July rather than August issue) without loss of skill relative to current
uncalibrated August-initialised forecasts. Assistance and training on the methodology and related
techniques described have been provided to scientists in the GHA region and eleven meetings of the
Greater Horn of Africa Climate Outlook Forum (GHACOF) have been attended since the beginning of
2013 to facilitate this (see D53.2 report). The methodology has also been used to provide
interpretation and guidance on dynamical seasonal forecast signals at similar forums held for the
North Africa and Mediterranean region (PRESANOR) and for South Asia (SASCOF).
The study performed by ECMWF in the initial phase of the research on calibration and multi-model
combination (CMMC) algorithms showed that pre-calibration prior to multi-model combination has the
biggest impact on skill scores, with for example shifts in anomaly correlation coefficients of up to 0.9.
This finding led to the conclusion that careful attention needs to be given to the pre-calibration
procedure, which may not be warranted. Unfortunately, it is unfeasible in an operational setting to
verify each forecast for possible benefits of pre-calibration. So far, ECMWF´s results with the
EUROSIP multi-model forecasting system suggest that pre-calibration should be left out.
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When it comes to the choice of a multi-model combination algorithm ECMWF´s investigation suggests
MMSIMPLE to be adequate most of times, having the advantage of being very simple to implement.
MMROBUST can give a small additional benefit in regions with large signal-to-noise ratios. A more
rigorous testing procedure will be devised in the near future where ECMWF will attempt to derive
CMMC parameters from multiple test cases. Using a triple cross-validation procedure will help make
the link between the CMMC parameters of the training period and their application in a future forecast
for which observations are not yet available. Experimentation with different ways of cross-validation
will also be tested. It is expected that such deeper analysis will allow drawing more formalized,
generalized and publishable conclusions for the final SPECS report.
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7. Sustainability
Although various procedures have been developed and implemented for combining and calibrating
forecasts produced by the currently available climate models there is still the need for more robust
post-processing methodology for multi-model ensemble forecasts. The sample size in seasonal-todecadal hindcast data sets is probably too small for sophisticated statistical models. To harness the
full potential, hindcast periods of the current operational seasonal forecast systems should be
increased. Besides, it would be valuable to compare different calibration and combination approaches
focused on selected test regions using common hindcast periods.
Strong links were established among UNEXE, UK Met Office, INPE, and IC3/Barcelona
Supercomputing Center (BSC) in the field of combining and evaluating multi-model forecasts, which
will continue long after the end of SPECS.
The calibration and multi-model combination methods developed at ECMWF will likely be
implemented in future EUROSIP seasonal forecasts, which is now handled by the Copernicus Climate
Change Service, and will be well-used beyond the end of SPECS.
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